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ABSTRACT

The development of the second virial coefficient is 
carried out using two different approaches. Some simple 
models of intermolecular potential and their usefulness in 
predicting values of the second virial coefficient are dis
cussed. Distorted forms of some generally accepted 
potential models are derived, and it is demonstrated that 
in general such distortions lead to useless potential 
models.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The virial equation of state can be written, for one 
mole of gas, as

PZ , , B (T) C (T) ,
RT v 2 ’ 'v

where v is the molar volume and B(T), C(T), etc. are the 
second, third, etc. virial coefficients, functions of 
temperature only for a given substance. If we recast the 
above equation in the form (1, p. 1)

p  = 1 + B(T)p + C (T) p2 + . . . ,

where p = 1/v, the density, it is easily seen that p-»0 gives 
the perfect gas law and that the first deviations from 
ideality are given by B(T), with C(T) and higher order 
virial coefficients having a negligible effect at suffi
ciently low densities.

In this thesis we will discuss the theory of the 
second virial coefficient and develop an expression for it 
in terms of molecular parameters from both kinetic theory 
and the canonical ensemble of classical statistical .
mechanics. These developments will be followed by a dis
cussion of different models that have been used to represent



intermolecular forces and the ways in which these models 
affect the final form of the second virial coefficient.

The van der Waals Equation of State 
To get a qualitative feeling for the nature of the 

second virial coefficient it is best to start with the van 
der Waals equation of state which, for one mole of gas, can 
be written

r = #qb - 4  ' (I'Dv

where a and b are the van der Waals constants.
We can argue that the first deviations from ideality 

will arise from two specific characteristics of real 
particles, namely finite particle size and interparticle 
forces (which are assumed to be weak forces of attraction in 
the van der Waals model).

It is not difficult to appreciate that when a real 
gas occupies some macroscopic volume v, one particle "sees" 
available to it not that volume v but some smaller volume, 
the difference arising from the volume occupied by all the 
other particles. We might expect, therefore, that the 
"real" volume appearing in the equation of state might look 
something like v-b, where b represents the volume excluded 
by the particles. Such a "reduced" volume can be expected 
to give rise to an increase in the pressure predicted by 
the perfect gas law, hence the appearance of the term 
RT/(v-b) in Eq. (1.1) to correct for finite particle size.
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To determine the effect of interparticle forces, we 

proceed as follows. Consider those particles very close to 
some area of the walls of the container and about to strike 
that area. We know that in the perfect gas treatment the 
pressure arises from the momentum transferred by the 
particles to that area of wall. Suppose, however, that 
attractive forces are acting between the particles. Then- 
such forces will diminish by some small amount the momentum 
that would be transferred to the wall in the absence of 
those forces. The net effect of interparticle attractive 
forces can be argued to be one that will decrease the 
pressure predicted by the perfect gas law: the effect must
be negative because the particles near the wall will feel 
attracted toward the center of the vessel, where the bulk of 
the particles remains.

Now, the number of such particles about to strike
will be proportional to p and the number of particles toward
the center of the vessel, that is, the number of particles
that will exert upon those about to strike the wall the
forces that will result in a decrease in pressure, will also

2 2be proportional to p = 1/v , and we give it the form 
2(-a/v ), a>0, the minus sign indicating that the effect of 

attractive forces will be a reduction in the pressure pre
dicted by the perfect gas law.

With a qualitative discussion of the form of the van 
der Waals equation of state complete, we now manipulate that



equation to get the first rough form of the second virial 
coefficient. We write Eg. (1.1) in the form

pv = RTV 2
v-b v

and rearrange a bit

- RT 1 r i b - 7 -  ^

= RT [ Z (̂ ) ̂, - ] since (b/v)< 1,
j = 0

achieving finally the form

^  = 1 + <b - # >  v + .* * * -;

and we see that the second virial coefficient is

B(T) = b " ^

for the van der Waals equation of state.
It will be observed that for sufficiently small T,

B(T) <0, and that for T = a/Rb, B(T) = 0; this is the Boyle 
temperature. Both of these phenomena have been experi
mentally verified (2, p. 164). However, the van der Waals 
model has B (T) b for increasing temperature, and a distinct 
maximum is predicted when the second virial coefficient is 
developed using a more realistic model than van der Waals1. 
In fact a maximum in the second virial coefficient of 
helium has been observed (3).
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Qualitatively, at low temperatures the significance 

of attractive forces will be great enough to lead to a 
decrease in pressure (i.e. , B (T)' < 0) . With increasing 
temperature, the kinetic energy of the particles increases 
and in effect "washes out" the weak attractive forces1 
effect on the pressure, and leaves as the sole correction 
the finite particle size (the van der Waals b ) . In reality, 
however, the "effective size" of the particles is 
temperature-dependent in that with increasing kinetic energy 
of approach, interpenetration of the particles is expected 
to be greater, giving rise to a diminishing effective size. 
This is discussed more fully later.



CHAPTER 2

DERIVATION OF THE SECOND VIRIAL COEFFICIENT 
. FROM KINETIC THEORY

We consider the pressure exerted by a real gas to be 
the result of two factors: the kinetic pressure, denoted
p^., which is the pressure resulting from the transfer of 
momentum, and which is just NkT/V, the expression obtained 
in the perfect gas treatment, and the internal stress, or 
static pressure, denoted p^, which results from the forces 
of interaction between particles- We have then

p “ pk + ps'
where p^ includes all corrections to perfect gas pressure 
resulting from interparticle forces, and

PsV

so that

For sufficiently low densities

P ~ RT B (T) 1Pos
6



where the superscript is used to indicate that only binary 
interactions are considered. Finally,

p V
S(T) = - W -  -

1We proceed now to calculate p , the total normal 
component of interparticle forces across an arbitrary plane.

Our model will be that of point centers of 
attractive force surrounded by spherically symmetric fields 
of short range. Let u(r) be the potential energy of a pair 
of interacting particles separated by a distance r. We have 
u (°°) = 0, u (0) = 00, F = -du/dr.

Consider first the interaction of two particles 
located in some differential elements of volume dx^ and dXg. 
The probability of finding them separated by a distance r is 
Cexp(-u/kT)dx^dT2 , where C is a constant. To normalize,

1 = C//dT1dx2 exp {-

= C//dT^dT„ since (u/kT) = 0 over most of 
the volume (weak forces)

2 1 2  = c v %  c = (|r
and

P1 (r) = exp {- ^r) dT1dT2

= probability of finding two particles in dx^ 
and dx2 separated by a distance r.

For a system of N particles, there will be N(N-l) 
ways of finding two particles so separated. Thus,
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P(r) - ?l<pU exp {-^) dx^Tj

(|)2 exp {- dT1dT2

= n 2dT^dT2 exp {- ĵ -} , n is the "number

density."

The product ,

[- [n 2dT1dT2 exp {- ^ } ]

= (force at distance r) x (probability of 
finding dxp and d % 2  separated by the 
distance r)

will be the contribution of that separation of the particles 
to the total internal forces. We now calculate the normal 
component - of stress across the imaginary plane;

Let dr^ be at the origin and let the plane be 
parallel to the xy plane at a height x = £. See Figure 1. 
Let the coordinates of d%2 be r , 6 , <j>. Then, r , 6, <j) are 
restricted to the following for a given £:

£ <_ r < 00

0 1 6 1 V  °m • 005-1 I
0 ^  cp < 2 tt .

We now form the product

[cos0 ] [- gp] [n2dT1dT2 exp ^ } ]  ,
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z

dT

dS

dT

x

Figure 1, Coordinates Used for Calculating the Normal
Component of Stress Across the Imaginary Plane
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which is the component of the force between particles in 
and d % 2  normal to the plane at z = £•

Integrating over all possible dx^ gives the con
tribution to total forces acting through the plane due to 
one particle at the origin and the other particle on the 
opposite side of the plane:

dF = - / cos0(du/dr)n2 exp{- r^} dx,dx0 
dx2

= - n 2dxn / cos0(du/dr) exp{- r^} dx0 
dx2

2 9 2tt 0
= n dx 7 (du/dr) exp{- ^ } r  dr f d(J)/m cos0sin0d0 

£ 0 0
oo

= -nn2dx1/(du/dr) (r2-£2 ) exp{- ^}dr.

We now let dx^ = dSd£. Then division by dS gives 
the differential element of the normal component of forces 
across the plane per unit area. By then integrating over 
all possible positions of the plane (which corresponds to 
integrating over all possible positions of dx^) we get the 
total normal component of force across the plane due to 
two-particle interactions:

p 1 = -Tin2 /d£ /dr (r2-£2) (du/dr) exp{- — =;}.
S 0 £

The limits of integration are reversed to obtain
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oo £

p = -TTn /dr (du/dr) exp{- /dC (r2- 2)
0 0

oo

= -  — Tin2 /dr (du/dr) r3exp{- ~ }  .
0

It is valuable to digress from the development for 
a moment and examine the convergence properties of p^. 
Suppose u(r) = ar q . Then,

OO —Q
Pg = - yTTD /dr [-aqr~q_1] r 3 [1+ a^T - + ... ]

OO
a / dr r~q + 2 [1 + ...] (2.1)

0
which converges only for q > 3. Thus, in order to obtain
physically meaningful results from this development, the
interparticle potentials must fall off more quickly than 
— ̂r . This precludes the use of coulombic potentials in any 

potential model used, and the same conditions on u(r) will 
be found to hold in the canonical ensemble derivation. We 
have.

p1 = - % 7rn2 /dr (du/dr) exp{- r^} r3 s J Q

= |''Tn2 /dr r3^p [kT exp{- ^ }  ]
OO

= |-TTn2kT /dr r3 ~[ex p { -  -1] .

This is integrated by parts to give
oo oo

= ■j7Tn2kT [r3 (exp{- — }-l) | -3 /dr r2 [exp{- ~ }  -1]].
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The integrated term on the right-hand side is zero at both 
limits. Hence,

1 ? 00 ? p = - 2Trn kT /dr r [exp{- — } -1]s 0 Ki
00

= -2tt(̂ ) kT /dr r2 [exp{- } -1] ;
1 2Ps^ 2 uB (T) = ■ RT- = - 2ttN /dr r [exp{- j^} -1]

for N = Avogadro 1 s number, V v , the molar volume,
This completes the kinetic theory development of 

the second virial coefficient. We proceed now to the
development using the canonical ensemble of classical
statistical mechanics.



CHAPTER 3

DERIVATION OF THE SECOND VIRIAL COEFFICIENT 
FROM THE CANONICAL ENSEMBLE OF CLASSICAL 

STATISTICAL MECHANICS

Consider a system of N classical particles in a 
volume V. The Hamiltonian for this system is 3C = KE + PE.
We know that

N pf
KE = £ ~  (3.1)

i=i 2mi

The interaction potential energy will be of the form

PE = U(r1 ,r2 , ... rn )

(velocity-independent potentials) and our model will include 
the assumption of pairwise additivity of forces, that is,

U({r})= £ u(r..) = £ u(r..),
pairs N>j >i>l

u(rij) = u (|r^-rj|). (3.2)

Notice that the restriction N>j >i>l on the above sum pre
cludes overcounting; there will be ^N(N-l) u (r^^) 1s .

For the purposes of the development of the second 
virial coefficient, it suffices to use the canonical 
ensemble. The partition function is

Q = a/dre~6:K: (3.3)

13



where
dF = dxn . . . dz.^dp ... dp1 N t'x1 F2n

and
3 = 1/kT.

The constant a need not concern us here because further on 
in the development it will be differentiated away. It can 
be safely ignored as long as it contains no V-dependence.

Forming K  by adding Eqs. (3.1) and (3.2), and using
the result in (3.3), we obtain the more explicit form of the 
partition function

1 1  N 2
Q = a/drexp{- £ P- + Z u(r .)]}ki i=1 i pairs 1 3

6 2= a/dp ... dp exp{- Zp.}/dx, ... dzx, z 2m ^ 1 1 n1 n

exp{- i  Eu(rij)}.

The integration over momentum space gives 
(27rmkT) ̂ N//2 E f (T) , and we may write Q = af (T) Q ̂ where Q^., 
the configurational integral, is defined as

Qx e /dXp ... dzn exp{- i  paZrs u(rij)}.

We now develop as far as necessary to extract 
the second virial coefficient. We have
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n . , u(rij)Q t = /dx1 ... dzN pairs (fij+l), E exp{-1— L-}-l

/dxl ••• dzN {1+pairs fij + J:fijfkl+ Zfijfklfmn + •••)

= /dx1 ... dzN + fdx1 ... dzN paZrs f..

+ /dXl ... dzN Ef..fkl

Q t 5 q |0) + Q^11 + q |2) + ... . (3.4)

The notation for the binary, tertiary, etc. products of the 
f's is a bit awkward, but those terms will be developed only 
far enough to show they cannot contribute to the second 
virial coefficient.

The first term, Q,|.0  ̂, is simply VN , the V-dependence 
we require of Q to give the perfect gas law.

For notational convenience, we now let dx^ ... dz^
= dNr. Then the second term in the configuration integral is

Q t 1) = /dNr{Pairs fij} = /dNr(f12+f13+ ... + f23

+ ••• + fN -ifN } = |N(N-l)/dNrf12 

since f^^ = f^^ for any possible ij,kl; then

Q<1)= | N(N-l) /dN"2r /dx^ ... dz2 f12

_ N yN ... dz2 f32

since N is large.



We now let
X = x2 X1

II to " *1
z = z 2 Z1

f (r) E f 12

and
2 « 1/2

Then
1 2

Q a) = n! v n -2

N-l 00 2= V /47rr f (r) dr.
0

We have extended the radial integration from the physical 
limits of the container to infinity since the postulated 
forces are weak (and the potentials "small") and since 
f(r) = exp(-u(r)/kT)-1 is operationally zero over most of 
the volume. Notice that Q|1  ̂ as written has the same con
vergence properties as the integral in Eg. 2.1. The

2monotonically increasing r is offset by f(r), which de
creases more quickly than the inverse third power of the 
separation r.

We now define
00 2 F = /4irr f (r) dr
0

so that may be written in the form
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We turn our attention now to the third term of Qt ,

(2)Q t / which involves any and all possible binary products 
of the f's. For reference the term is rewritten here:

Q^2) = /dNr{ £ fiifkl}*all binary
products

There are three forms the binary product can take: 
f..f.,, f . . f . v , f . .fv1. We discuss each form in turn, and1J I K  1 J J K 1 J K.L
show that the contribution to the configuration integral is 
the same in each case.

1. f . . f .t . The term looks like1] I K

/drNf . .f ., = /dN 2r /dx. ... d x . ... dz, f . .f ..i] ik i j k i] ik

= VN 2 /dx^dy^dz^dxdydzf(r)d x 'd y 'd z 'f(r')
where

and
r ' = r . -r. .1 i k 1

What we have done in these terms and in the terms 
deriving from is switched, using a simple change of
coordinates, from an integration over positions of all 
"related" particles (e.g., particles i, j, and k in the term 
above) to an integration over all possible relative posi
tions (in the term above, particles j and k relative to 
particle i). Recall that all we need (in the sense of
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spatial information) is the separation between particles,
not their "true" positions in space.

Getting back to the term f . .f ., , we hadi] ik

/drN f^j f ^  = VN ^/dx^dy^dz^dxdydzf(r)d x 1d y 1d z 1f(r1)

= VN 3/dx^dy^dz^(/dxdydzf(r))2

= v"-2
since r and r 1 are independent.

2. f . . f . These terms contribute the same as the1J ] K
terms of 1 above; all that is different is the 
labelling.

3. f . • f i -i • The term looks likeij kl

/drNfijfkl = VN"4/d4rf.,fkl

= VN 4 (/dx^dy^dz^dxdydzf(r))2 

= v"-2 p2

all of which follows from the independence of the 
redefined r's.

We have shown that each of the three possible types 
(2)of products in contributes the same, and all we need

do now is count the number of such terms. For N particles 
there are -̂N (N-1) pairs and (i) (^-N(N-l)) —  -1)
distinct binary products of pairs. Therefore
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(2) _ 1 N(N-l) N(N-l)-2 „N-2 2 
t 2 2 2

= i |i |! v n “2f 2

rN ,F N2, 2 
' 2V ;

(3 )The terms in will be of two distinct types.
The general term is f f f ', and all possible "mixtures"27 S "CU V W
of pairs (pairs being identified by the subscripts on any 
ope of the three" f ’s) are allowed. The first of the two 
distinct types is any term involving six, five( or four 
particles (which are easily identified by counting the 
number of distinct subscripts in any triple product of f s ;  
for example, the product ^  j •*-s a five-particle
term) and it is not difficult to show (2, pp. 149-150), 
using the method used in the development of and 2  ̂,
that each of these products contributes ^  •) 2 to .
However, the second distinct type will be terms involving 
only three particles (e.g., f . .f ., f .. ), and these terms are1J 1K J K
not integrable in the same simple fashion. In fact, such 
terms involve the simultaneous interaction of three 
particles in what can be presented as a triangular "cluster” 
(see Figure 2).

and Mayer (4, Chapter 13) and we satisfy ourselves in our 
pursuit of the second virial coefficient by writing

The development of cluster theory is left to Mayer
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ik

Figure 2, A Triangular Cluster

q t - (q|0)+q|1)+q^2) ) = vN z cv .
]-3

The expansion as a power series in this explicit form,
though not rigorously defensible, is valid and important in
that, disregarding the prefactor of VN , the V-dependence is 
— 3 “"4V , V , etc. It will be recalled that the second virial

coefficient has a factor of 1/v in the virial equation of
state and that, again disregarding the factor VN , only ,
the term that involves pair-only interactions, has a (1/V)- 
dependence. We could therefore write

Q T = vN + ^  (^f-) + v N .z2 Cj

which is a more flexible (for our purposes) form of the con
figuration integral. We have, finally,

Q = otf (T) Q t

2
= af(T)VN [l+ ^ -  + £ C ! (1) j ] . (3.4)

j = 2



The result that ties the canonical ensemble to thermo
dynamics is (5)

A = -kTlnQ.
Also,

dA = -SdT - pdV, N constant,
so that

P = k T ( ^ 2 Q ) T(N.

Using Q from Equation (3.4),
2

InQ = Ina + Inf(T) + NlnV + ln{l+ FN2 V

+ jl2 cj v ' h .

Performing the indicated differentiation and multiplying by 
kT give

p = k T [M +(1+ + jI 2C'v"j}"1 {- ^

and for N = Avogadro1 s number, V -> v, the molar volume,

p = M  +kT{1+ +j|2c.v-3}"1 f - ^ .

Displayed as it is, it is easy to see that this 
expression for p is a power series in 1/v, and as such it 
may be equated to the virial equation of state and compared 
term by term to find the second virial coefficient:
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f  ,5S 1

{- - jS2cjv 1 1|-

- - 5 - " ^ -  * i k T " ' " ' ]

RT B (T ) _ _ RT FN 
v2 2v2 '

B (T) = y F = - y /4TTr2 f (r) drZ Q

= - 2 ^ d r  r2 [exp{-

This is identical to the result obtained from the kinetic 
theory development.



CHAPTER 4

INTERMOLECULAR FORCES AND THE SECOND 
VIRIAL COEFFICIENT

The second virial coefficient is
oo

B (T) = -2irN /dr r [exp{- -}-l]
0

and it is easily seen that the potential chosen, u(r), will 
determine the final, integrated form of B(T).

We ought to remind ourselves that in both the 
kinetic theory development (". . . point centers of
attractive force surrounded by spherically symmetric fields 
of short range . . . "  [see p. 7]) and in the development 
just completed (where we assumed that the potential energy 
between two interacting particles was a function of separa
tion only and not of orientation) the above form for B(T) 
was derived by including spherically symmetric potentials. 
This is consistent with the mathematics, in that we 
integrated over the angular coordinates without concerning 
ourselves about whether the potential u had any angular 
dependence.

Angular-dependent potentials have been used with 
some success. Corner's model (2, pp. 193-195) for "long" 
molecules and the Stockmayer potential (2, pp. 211-227) for 
polar molecules involve dependence upon three angles.

2 3
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Kihara's work (6, pp. 147-188), which treats molecules as 
having rigid convex cores, includes treatments of the 
geometry of convex bodies and as such relies to a sig
nificant degree upon angular relationships between bodies. * 

We will restrict the discussion of models of inter- 
molecular potentials to models that are independent of any 
geometric considerations aside from separation. It will be 
pointed out later, however, that spherically symmetric 
models do predict to a good degree of accuracy the second 
virial coefficients of some non-spherical molecules.

In the absence of forces, (exp(-u(r)/kT)-1) = 0 and
the perfect gas law is obtained.

The simplest non-ideal model is that of molecules 
as impenetrable hard-spheres, which at first can be treated 
with no attractive forces and an infinite repulsive force 
for r < a, where a is the diameter of the hard-sphere and as 
such is the smallest separation possible between molecular 
centers, Then

o 2 “ 2B(T) = -2rN[/dr r (0-1) + /dr r (1-1)]
0 a

for u (r) = 0o, r < a; u (r) = 0 for r a . This can be inte
grated on inspection to

o oB (T) =  ̂ ttNct E 4Nvq 

where vq is the volume of one hard-sphere. .



It will be seen that this corresponds well with the
idea of the van der Waals b , which corrects for the finite 
volume of the particles and for an excluded interstitial 
volume. Notice also that this model gives a second virial 
coefficient independent of temperature, which is reasonable 
since the volume of a hard-sphere will not change with 
temperature.

hard-sphere with weak attractive forces. The potential 
takes the form

The next potential model to be discussed is the

u (r) = 00, r < a

-ar r > a (q > 3).

Then the second virial coefficient is

B (T) = jTTNa3 2 mr~92ttN /dr r [exp{ }-l] .

The integrand is

which can be integrated term by term:

n (-nq+3) r=a
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Finally

B(T) = l-rNo3 - 2irNa3 J 1 n i ' ( n q - 3 ) ' '

This result is interesting from a few points of view. 
It will be observed that for sufficiently low temperatures, 
B(T) < 0 since each of the terms in the sum is positive. 
Negative second virial coefficients are to be expected when 
the temperature is low enough so that the intermolecular 
attractive forces are significant with respect to the 
kinetic energy of approach of the molecules• Further, as 
the temperature increases the contribution of the sum to 
B(T) gets smaller and smaller, so that B(T) 4Nv^. This 
result is predetermined by the hard-pphere model (in fact, 
any hard-sphere model), since any potential that includes 
u (r) = °° for r smaller than some fixed o will have that 
leading term 4Nvq . If |(ao ^/kT)|<< 1 (which can be taken 
as corresponding to truly weak van der Waals forces), the 
leading term of the infinite series is all we need take of 
that sum, and it will look like the term a/RT in the second 
virial coefficient derived from the van der Waals equation 
of state.

Other models that include hard-sphere cores and weak 
attractive forces are represented in Figure 3. The ad
vantage of these models is that they give fair results in 
quests for virial coefficients (hence molecular parameters) 
of complex molecules. However, with three adjustable
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triangular
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R2a
trapezoidal

o

-e
-q
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Ra ^  r

square-well. square^-well plus 
weak attraction

Figure 3. Schematic Representation of Various Intermolecu- 
lar Potential Models —  It should be noted that 
the values of the various parameters in the above 
sketches are not to be taken as being equal from 
sketch to sketch.
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parameters fair results are not surprising, in spite of the 
fact that none comes close to representing the "true" 
potential between particles.

The most successful two-parameter potential model is 
the Lennard-Jones (m,n) potential. With m<n, the model 
consists of a term in -r m , which corresponds to weak 
attractive forces, and a term in r n , which corresponds to 
strong repulsions at small separations between particle 
centers. m is usually chosen to be 6, to correspond to 
London dispersion forces, and then n is taken as 12 to 
facilitate the arithmetic (there is no theoretical justifi
cation for repulsions that vary as the inverse twelfth power
of the separation). These two terms are put together in the 

-12 -6form u(r) = ar - br , where a and b are constants, and 
by familiar manipulations (1, Chapter 4), this is put into 
the well-known form

u(r) = 4e [ (— ) - (— ) ̂ ] (4.1)

where _e is the depth of the (attractive) potential well and
u(a) = 0. It will be observed that for r < a, the term 

12(a/r) dominates (strong repulsion) and that for r > a , the 
term -(a/r)® dominates (weak attraction).

Our general result for the second virial coeffi
cient is '

B (T) = -2ttN 7dr r2 [exp{- ^rlr- }-l]
0
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which can be put into a more convenient form for application
of the Lennard-Jones (6,12) potential by integrating by
parts and having half the result vanish:

3 00 

B (T) = -27TN [^-(exp{-

00 3
+ / ^(du/drjjt exp{-

= /dr r3 (du/dr) exp{- .

Using the potential as written in Eg. (4.1), this becomes,

B(T) = -|2| /dr r3 [^{-12 (2.)12 + 6(2)6}] •

exp{- ||[(^)12 - (p)6) )

Letting r* = r/a, T* = kT/e,

B (T) = - Ip. /adr* r*2a2 [ 4 {_ _12^ + ]
J 0 r* r*

exp{- ^  [r* 12 - r* 6]}

^  r*2 [- - %  + -S' ] *0 r* r*
r 4  1 r 6  -Iexpi -  py} exp { r)ip*r*-LZ T*r*

E bQB 1 (T*), bQ = | ttN o 3 ,
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CO
B ' (t *) = —  / dx x2 [ 4  - -%"] exp{- — ^T5-}exp{—

T* 0 x x T*x T*x

This was first integrated by Lennard-Jones (7) by 
expanding exp(-4T*x^) in a power series and integrating term 
by term. The result is ' '

li+i) , - (y + i )
BMT*) = - jlo T J T 1  r T* 4

and the first few terms are displayed for purposes of dis
cussion :

1 3 5
B (T) = bQ (I • 73 (j“?p) 4 - 2.55 (^) 4 - . 868 ( ^ ) 4 - ... }

2 3Notice that there is no term -̂ irNa , the presence of which
precludes any derived B(T) from having a maximum. There is,

1/4rather, a leading term proportional to (1/T) 7 , and this
complete temperature dependence allows the above series to 
predict a maximum in B(T). That leading term'1.73b "
(e/kT) "*"//4 corresponds physically to the fact that with 
increasing temperature, any "hard core" we choose to imagine 
will in fact present itself as a decreasing "effective 
diameter." This follows logically because with increasing 
temperature the kinetic energy of approach of two molecules 
increases and allows a deeper interpenetration of electron 
clouds. At sufficiently high temperatures, this effect 
dominates and B(T) decreases after reaching its maximum
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value (disregarding effects of ionization, dissociation, 
etc.).

Tables of B '(T*) have been compiled (2, pp. 1114-15). 
It is found that for T* >4, the series "converges very 
rapidly" (2, p. 16 3) and that for T* = .30, about 30 terms 
are needed for precision in the fifth significant figure.
B '(T*) has one zero, at T* = 3.42; this is the reduced 
Boyle temperature. The reduced second virial coefficient 
B '(T*) has a maximum at about T* = 25.

As can be seen by reference to Figure 4, the results 
from the Lennard-Jones potential agree well with experiment 
(the curves for helium -and hydrogen are not discussed in 
this paper).

2Figure 5 is a plot of f(r)r vs. r for argon at
three different temperatures. The temperature-dependence

2is well displayed; for low temperatures, /f(r)r dr > 0. For
2higher temperatures /f(r)r dr < 0. At the midrange tempera

ture (410°K, approximately the Boyle temperature for argon)
the positive and negative contributions are approximately

2equal, 'so that f(r)r dr = 0. Carefully observe that for
u(r) <0, (attraction), f (r) >0. The sizes of the positive

2and negative portions of the integrand f(r)r give us an 
idea of the relative'importance of attractive and repulsive 
forces, at a given temperature; at 2400°K, the negative 
portion of the integrand is much more significant than the
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Figure 4, Second Virial Coefficients Predicted by the
Lennard-Jones Model Compared with Experimental 
Values
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f(r)r2 = [exp{i|[(2.)6-(|)12]}-l]r2 
for T = 156°K, 410 °K, 2400°K 

a = 3.405&, e/k = 119.8°K

T = 15 6 K

2Figure 5. f(r)r vs. r for Argon at Three Different 
Temperatures
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positive, corresponding to the greater significance of 
repulsions at high temperatures.

Although the predicted values of B(T) derived from 
the Lennard-Jones model and experimental results are in good 
agreement, Michels and coworkers (8) found that for argon, 
values of e and a that satisfy experimental results are 
different for different temperatures (in the range -140°C 
to 100 °C). The Kihara potential, which can be written as 
(6, pp. 147-188; 9, p. 107)

u (r) = 00, r < ycr

u(r) = 4 e . -  {SiizlI} ] ,  r  >  ya

improves upon t6he Lennard-Jones model (which of courge does 
not represent the "true" interparticle potential) and 
predicts values in agreement with Michels1 work by giving 
the molecules a truly impenetrable core of diameter 
ya(y < 1) and a "soft" outer core of repulsion of diameter 
o (see Figure 6). It is important to note that this 
potential model has three adjustable parameters and as such 
might be expected to give somewhat better results than the 
Lennard^-Jones model, which has only two. Most interesting 
is the fact that when the value of y is obtained by curved- 
fitting, the size of the resulting inner core corresponds 
well with the "spatial extent" of the inner K and L shells 
of argon (8, p „ 1121,
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ya

Figure 6. Schematic Representation of the Kihara Potential

The question of whether a given value of the second 
virial coefficient uniquely determines the interparticle 
potential has received some attention. Keller and Zumino 
(10) have shown that if the potential is everywhere positive 
(repulsive) or everywhere negative (attractive), then it is 
uniquely determined by the second virial coefficient. If a 
more realistic model, that is, a model which includes a 
repulsive branch at small separations and an attractive 
branch for larger separations, is used, then it is not 
uniquely determined by the second virial coefficient, but it 
is possible to determine explicitly all potentials corre
sponding to a given second virial coefficient. Donth (11) 
has investigated the possibility of distorting certain 
acceptable potential models (e.g., the Lennard-Jones [m,n] 
model) while retaining the resulting values of the second 
virial coefficient.

For a given monatomic gas, many potential models can 
be suggested that will predict second virial coefficients 
in good agreement with those obtained experimentally over a
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rather wide range of temperatures, and referring to this
multiplicity of acceptable models, it has been observed that

. . . the temperature dependence of B(T) is in
sensitive to the form of the functions chosen to 
represent the intermolecular potential. The one 
feature which all (of the curves of potential as 
a function of separation for the various acceptable 
models) have in common is that the area contained 
within the (attractive) well is approximately the 
same ( 2 , p . 207).

We have investigated this 11 near-equality of areas" 
concept in conjunction with the alleged insensitivity of 
B(T) to the potential models used, and we have shown that 
given certain acceptable potential models it is not possible 
to distort them in such a way that the area under the 
attractive well remains constant and still have them predict 
values of the second virial coefficient as well as they did 
before the distortion.



CHAPTER 5

THE SQUARE-WELL MODEL

Introduction 
The square-well is the simplest model of inter

particle potential that gives fair agreement with experi
mental values of the second virial coefficient over a 
moderate range of temperatures. It consists of a hqrd- 
sphere (impenetrable) particle of diameter o surrounded by a 
"well" of negative potential which is -te deep, whereiuU
-£_ is the minimum of the Lennard-Jones (6,12) model andJ_iU
t  an adjustable parameter, and which extends to a distance 
Ra from the boundary of the particle. We have

u (r) = oo, r < a

-  -  t e  , a < r < RaLJ
= 0, r > a

and
a „ Ra „ te

B (T) = 2rrN[ /dr r + /dr r (1-exp{ ) ]
0 a

T £

- |TTNa3 [l+(R3-l) (i-exp{^H})] . (5.1)

It is convenient to introduce the reduced tempera
ture T* = kT/eT _ and to denote by b the volume of N LJ ooparticles of diameter o, (2/3)TrNa . By dividing B (T) by b^

37
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we obtain the reduced second virial coefficient, B 1(T*):

B'(T*) = 1 - (R3-!) (exp{— •} - 1). (5.2)

The Accepted Square-Well Model 
For R = 1.8 and x = .56, the square-well model gives 

values of B 1(T*) that are in surprisingly good.agreement 
with the values obtained using the more realistic Lennard- 
Jones (6,12) model. Over the range of reduced temperatures 
.5 <_ T* _< 1.8 (for example, 60°K T 216°K for argon), 
the ratio B ’g / B ,L T , i.e., the ratio of the reduced second 
virial coefficient using the square-well model to the reduced 
second virial coefficient using the Lennard-Jones (6,12) model, 
varies between 1.02 and .94, with a maximum of 1.04. At 
high temperatures, where the shortcomings of the square-well 
model are expected to manifest themselves most because of 
the lack of a more meaningful repulsive branch, the square- 
well model gives values of the reduced second virial co
efficient much larger than those predicted by the Lennard- 
Jones (6,12) model. At T* = 50, the ratio is about 1.9.
See Table 1,

We may now ask whether the square-well can be 
distorted (retaining its rectangular shape and its area) or 
moved in such a way that between it and the boundary of the 
hqrd-sphere there will be a region of zero potential, while 
giving reduced second virial coefficients in agreement with 
those obtained from the accepted model.
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Table 1. Values and Comparisons of Reduced Second Virial

Coefficient for the Square-Well and Lennard-Jones 
Models '

T* B 'sw b 'l j . Ha

0,3 -25,4151 -27.8806 91,1571
0.5 -8,97738 -8,7202 -102,949
0,6 — 6,4 55 64 -6,19797 -104,157
0.7 -4.92181 -4,71004 -104,496

o 00 -3,89845 -3,73423 -104,398
0.9 -3,17032 .-3,04711 -104,043
1.2 -1,87344 -1,83595 -102,042
1. 5 -1,18681 • -1,20088 98,8282

00H -0,763394 -0,812033 94,0102
2 -0,561363 -0.627625 89,4424
5 0,427346 0,243344 175,614
7 0,597557 0,376088 158,887

10 0,721688 0,460875 156,591
50 0,945577 0,508361 186,005

att= SGM(B'SW - X 100,
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The reduced second virial coefficient which results 

from the square-well depends upon the measure of the width 
of the well, R, and the measure of the depth of the well, t . 
The area of the well is (R-l)are . Any arbitrary square-
well of width (R,-l)a and depth -cxe has an area

JL JuJ

(R-̂ -l) cjct£Lj and by imposing the restriction (R^-l)c = R-l 
we may find the set of all square-well models having an area 
equal to the area of the accepted (i.e., R^ - 1.8, c = 1) 
model. Values of the reduced second virial coefficient that 
result from such distorted models were determined by choosing 
a value of R^, calculating the value of c required for 
equality of areas, and using R^ and c in the equation

B^(T*) = 1 - (R3-l) (exp{§J}- 1)

where B^(T*) indicates that a distorted square-well was 
used, for a set of values of reduced temperatures from .3 
to 50. The results appear in Table 2.

It is clear that equality of areas under the 
attractive portion of the potential model is not a suffi
cient criterion for equality of reduced second virial co
efficients. In fact, it is clear on inspection that if

then
(R1-l)c = R-l (5.3)

1-(R3-1) (exp{^}-l) = 1-(R3-1) (exp{|i}-l)

for all T* only if R^ = R and c = 1, because the ratio
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Table 2. Values of the Reduced Second Virial Coefficient 

for Squared-Well Models and Comparison with 
Accepted Square-Well Model Values

T* B ’d Ha

= 1,1; c =  8,00

0.3 -1,01226E+6' -3..98291E+6
0.5 -2575,62 -28690,1
0.6 -577.511 -8945,84
0.7 -197.88 ' -4020.47
0.8 -88,1802 -2261,93
0.9 -46.7141 ' -1473,48
1.2 -12,5108 • -667,801
1.5 -5,22926 -440,615 '
1.8 -2,65685 -348,031
2 -1,77819 -316,763
5 0,520121 121,71
7 ' 0,703265 117,69

10 0.812926 112,642
50 . 0,968973 102,474

R^ = 1,6; c = 1,33

0,3 ^33,2042 -130,648
0,5 -9.68711 -107,906
0,6 -6,65023 -103,014
0,7 • -4,89998 99,5564
0,8 -3,77704 96,8857
0,9 -3,00149 94.6745
1,2 -1,67204 89,25
1,5 • -0,99711 84,016
1,8 -0,591624 . 77,4991
2 -0,401152 71,4603
5 0.501358 ' 177.319
7 0,651504 109,028

10 0,759983 , 105,306
50 ' 0,95342 100.829
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Table 2. ’--Continued Values of the Reduced Second Virial

Coefficient for Square^Well Models-and Comparison
with Accepted Squared-Well Model Values

T* B' Had '
R-̂  = 1.75; c = 1,07

0.3 -26,5672 ' -104,533
0.5 -9,03727 -100,667
0. 6 -6.43808 99,7281
0.7 -4 . 87408 99,0302
0.8 -3,83871 98,4676
0.9 -3,10641 97.984
1.2 -1,81206 96,7239
1.5 -1,1325 95.4236
1,8 . -0.715616 93,7414
2' -0,517325 92,1551
5 0,446814 104,556
7 0,611667 102,361

10 0.731666 101,383
50 0,947608 100,215

R^ = 1,80; c = 1

0,3 -25,4151 -10 0
0.5 -8 .97738 99:9999
0.6 -6.45564 100
0.7 -4.92181 -100
0.8 -3.89845 -100
0.9 -3.17032 -100
1,2 -1.87344 -100
1.5 -1.18681 -100
1,8 -0.763394 -100
2 -0. 561363 -100
5 0.427346 —100
7 0.597557 -100

10 0.721688 100
5 0- 0.945577 100
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Table 2.--Continued Values of the Reduced Second Virial

Coefficient for Square^Well Models and Comparison
With Accepted Square-Well Model Values

IJI* B 'd Ha

R-̂  = 1,85; c = . 941

0,3 -24,561 96,6396
0.5 -8,96716 99.8862
0,6 -6.50224 -100,722
0,7 -4.98867 -101,358
0.8 -3,97183 -101,882
0,9 -3.24454 -102,341
1.2 -1,94034 -103,571
1.5 -1,2447 -104,878
1,8 -0,813759 -106.597
2 -0,607568 -108,231
5 . 0 ,407294 ■ -95.3077
7 0,58306 -97.574

10 0.711455 -98.582
50 0.943501 -99.7805

R^ = 2 . 0 ; c = .80

0,3 -23,1634 91.1402
0.5 -9,14849 -101.906
0,6 — 6.76969 -104.865
0,7 -5.27537 -107.183
0,8 -4.25471 -109.138
0.9 -3,51543 -110,886
1,2 -2.16798 -115.722
1.5 -1,43642 -121.032
1,8 -0,978197 -128.138
2 -0,757497 -134,939
5 0,343843 -80,4601
7 0,537353 -89.925

10 0,679269 -94,1223
50 0,936998 -99.0928
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Table 2.— Continued Values of the Reduced Second Virial

Coefficient for Square-Well Models and Comparison
with Accepted Square-Well Model Values

T* B 'd Ha

R 1 = 2,5; c = ,534

0.3 -23,9536 94,2494
0.5 -10.9525 -122,001
0.6 -8,43402 -130,646
0.7 -6.78257 -137.807
0.8 -5,61881 -144,129
0,9 -4.75562 -150,004
1.2 -3.13302 -167,233
1.5 -2,22214 -187,237
1.8 -1,6396 -214,778
2 -1,3555 -241.466
5 9, 97813E-2 -23.3491
7 0,362497 -60,6631

10 0,556612 -77,1264
50 0 . 912379 -9 6,4 891

B'
aH =; SGN IB' cf-B' )  1 x 100 „

u a SW
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3 3(R-̂ -1) / (R -1) would have to be equal to the ratio 

(exp{~}-l) / (exp{^|-}-l) . This latter requirement cannot be 
met if R' and c are related by Eq. (5.3).

An Improvement on the Square-Well Model 
Table 1 clearly shows that the square-well model is 

least realistic at high reduced temperatures. This is 
readily attributed to the fact that as temperature increases 
interparticle repulsions become more significant due to the 
increasing approach velocities of interacting particles.
For this reason, we investigated the possibility of adding 
to the square-well attractive potential a more realistic 
repulsive branch than an infinite repulsion in order that 
the resulting model predict second virial coefficients in 
better agreement with the values predicted by the Lennard- 
Jones (6,12) model than the square-well alone, and over a 
larger range of temperatures.

An inverse twelfth power repulsion was chosen 
because of the extensive work that has been done with it.
By retaining the square-well attraction and assuming

u (r) = a t j  [ (p)12, -1], r < a (5.4)

where, a is an adjustable parameter, we obtain a model that 
has a pepulsive branch whose steepness is related by the 
factor ar^j. to the depth of the square-well and which goes 
to zero as r approaches a from values of r < a. In spite 
of the discontinuity at r = o, this model is useful because
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it allows the arbitrary combination of a repulsive term with 
a far less realistic attractive term.

For this repulsive term, the integral appearing in 
the second virial coefficient is

^ o a T £ -r rr "1 9I = 2ttN /dr r (1-exp{- — TTm-t (— ) -1] }) •
0

A change of variable from r to x = r/c and introduction of
3a = ax give, after division by (2/3) ttNu ,

1
Ir-̂ n = 3 ^dx x2 (1-exp{^[l-x 12] >) (5.5)rep 0 J-

which is the contribution of the repulsive branch of the
new model to the reduced second virial coefficient.

For a which corresponds to the impenetrable
hard-sphere model, Irep = 1/ the value appearing on the
right-hand side of E q . (5.2). For all other a > 0, Irep <1-
Denoting by B̂ _ the reduced second virial coefficient that
results from a potential model that includes an inverse
twelfth power repulsive branch (Eq. 5.4) and the accepted
square-well attractive branch, we have IV < for a > p
so that only at reduced temperatures where > B^j can we
expect B 1 to be in better agreement with B' than is B ' .

T Li J bW
The values of I of Eq. (5.5) were determined byrep u

a Simpson's Rule integration. Since the integral can be 
expanded and evaluated in a power series, a separate power 
series program was written and used as a check on the 
Simpson's Rule integration. Once the validity of the
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Simpson's Rule integration was verified, it was incorporated 
into another program which determined, for chosen values of 
the parameter a, reduced second virial coefficients in 
the range .3 T* 50. See Table 3.

Using the agreement between B̂ . and B£j in the range
1,5 < T* 5 0 as the criterion, a = 2.80 was found to be
the best value for the adjustable parameter in E q , (5.5).
Using t = .56, this gives a = 5.0, and the potential model

u(r) = 2.80eL J [(^)12-1], r < a

= -. 56eT •, a < r < 1.8a

= 0, r > 1.8a

predicts second virial coefficients in very good agreement 
with those that result from the use of the Lennard-Jones 
(6,12) model, which in turn give excellent agreement with 
experimental values.

Extension of the Square-Well 
It has been shown that a square-well model "com

mencing" at the boundary of a gas particle of diameter a, 
extending to a distance Ra and - t b l j deep, gives best 
results for R = 1.8 and x = .56, Further, we have shown 
that a potential model which includes a repulsive branch of 
the form aeT T [(— ) ̂ ^-l] can be added to the square-well

J-iU IT

model, and with a = 2.80 it will predict reduced second 
virial coefficients quite well.
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Table 3. Values of the Reduced Second Virial Coefficient

for an Improved Model and Comparisons with
Lennard-Jones Values

rp* B 'r Difference^ Hb

a = 2.50
0,3 -25,4472 2,43334 91,2723
0.4 -13.8038 -4.94564E-3 -100,036
0.5 -9.02674 -0,30654 -103,515
0,6 46,5128 -0,314831 -105,08
0.7 -4,98629 -0.276249 -105,865
0.8 -3,96983 -0,235608 -106,309
0.9 -3,24823 . -0,201117 —10 6,6
1 -2.7113 9 -0,17331 -106,828
1.1 -2.29745 -0,151071 -107,038
1.2 -1,96917 -0.133221 -107,256
1.3 -1,7029 -0,118795 -107,499
1.4 -1,48286 -0,107011 -107,778
1.5 -1.29818 -9.7 297 5E—2 -108.102
1.6 -1.14113 -8.92203E-2 -108.482
1.7 -1.00606 -8.24391E-2 -108,926
1.8 -0.888716 —7,66826E—2 -109,443
1.9 -0.785944 -7,17969E-2 -110,054
2 -0.695238 -6,7 6124E-2 -110.773
3 -0.161464 -4,62297E-2 -140,118
4 7.58723E-2 -3,95446E—2 -65,7376
5 0,206147 - -3,719 64E—2 -84.7144
6 0.286427 -3.64775E-2 -88.7033
7 0.339621 -3 . 6467 2E-2 -90.3036
8 0.376664 -3 . 67700E-2 -91.1062
9 0,403373 -3,7 2249E-2 -91.5513

10 0,423131 -3 . 77439E-2 -91.8104
30 0,482198 —4,47 274E—J -91,5116
50 0,461396 —4,69658E-2 -90,7613

a = 2.70
0,3 -25.4398 2.44083 91.2454
0.4 -13,7945 4,3 2 658E-3 99.9686
0,5 -9.01585 -0,295647 -103,39
0, 6 -6.50048 -0.302508 -104.881
0,7 -4,97268 -0,26264 -105,576
0,8 -3,95506 -0,220834 . -105,914
0.9 -3.23239 -0.185278 -106.08
1 -2.69459 -0.156505 -106.166
1,1 -2.27974 -0.133369 .-106.214
1.2 -1,95065 -0,114696 -106.247
1,3 -1.68361 -9.95018E-2 -106.281
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Table 3,--Continued Values of the Reduced Second Virial

Coefficient for an Improved Model and Comparisons
with Lennard-Jones Values

T* B 'r Difference3" Hb

1.4 -1.46285 — 8 . 700 68E-2 -106.324
1.5 -1.27751 — 7,6630 5E-2 -106,381
1.6 -1.11985 —6.79348E—2 -106,458
1,7 -0.984187 —6.05702E—2 -106,558
1.8 -0,866303 -5,42 696E-2 -106,683
1,9 -0.763018 -4,88711E-2 -106,843
2 -0,671829 -4,4203 8E—2 -107,043
.3 -0,134393 -1,91593E-2 -116,626
4 . 0 j105233 —1,01841E—2 -91,1762
5 0,237088 -6.25538E-3 -97,4294
6 0,318481 -4,42383E-3 -98,63
7 0,372489 -3„59907E-3 -99,043
8 0.410127 -3 . 30681E-3 -99,2002
9 : 0,437298 -3 . 29959E-3 -99.2511

IQ 0. 457413 -3.46201E-3 -99.2488
30 0. 516973 -9.95216E-3 -98.1113
.50 0,494808 -1.35539E-2 

a = 2.78
-97.3338

0,3 -25.4391 2.44145 91.2432
0.4 ^13,7937 5,1457 9E-3 99,9627
0,5 -9,01493 -0,294723 -103,38
0.6 -6.49939 • -0.301417 -104.863
0.7 -4.97147 -0.261431 -105.551
0,8 03,95374 -0,219519 -105.879
0. 9 -3,23101 -0.183896 -106,035
1 -2.69308 -0.155 -106.107
1,1 -2,27818 -0,131803 -106.141
1,2 -1,949 -0,113056 -106.158
1.3 -1,68189 -9.77879E-2 -106.17.3
1,4 -1,46108 -8 . 52274E-2 -106,195
1.5 -1,27567 -7 .47 8 66E-2 -106,228
1,6 -1,11794 — 6. 60240E—2 -106,277
1.7 -0.982199 -5,85824E-2 -106,343
1.8 -0,864282 -5.22484E-2 -106.434
1.9 -0,760952 -4,68049E-2 -106,554
2 -0.66969 -4,20648E-2 -106,702
3 -0,131909 -1.66754E-2 -114,471
4 9,107977 —7 ,44023E—3 -93,5536
5 0.239981 -3.36 276E-3 -98.6181
6 0,321495 -1.40890E-3 -99.5637
7 0.375598 -4, 89 9 91E-4 -99,8697
8 0,413321 —1,125601E—4 -99,9728
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Table 3.— Ĉontinued Values of the Reduced Second Virial

Coefficient for an Improved Model and Comparisons
with Lennard-*-Jones Values

T* B 'r Difference^ Hb
9 0.440535 -6 . 32182E-5 -99.9857

10 0.460689 -1,86626E-4 -99,9595
30 , 0.52038 -6,54525E-3 -98,7578
50 0.498109 -1,02526E-2 

a = 2,79
-97,9832

. .0,3 ^25,4391 2.44152 91,2429
0,4 -13/7936 5, 24259E-3 99.962
0.5 -9,01479 -0,297584 -103,378
0.6 -6,49926 -0,30129 -104.861
0.7 . -4,97133 -0,26129 -105,548
0.8 -3.95359 -0,219361 -105,874
0,9 -3,23084 -0,18373 -106,03
1 -2,6929 -0,154819 —10 6,1
1,1 -2.27799 -0.131612 -106,132
1,2 -1,94881 -0,112858 -106,147
1,3 -1,68160 -9,7 580 9E-2 -106,16
1.4 -1,46086 -8.50089E-2 -106,179
1.5 -1,27544 -7 . 45602E-2 -106.209
1.6 -1,1177 -6.57 901E-2 -106,254
1,7 -0,981958 -5,83416E-2 ^106,317
1.8 -0.864034 -5.20010E-2 -106.404
1.9 -0.760699 -4.65514E-2 -106.518
2 -0.669431 -4.18053E-2 -106.661
3 -0.131604 -1.63705E-2 -114.206
4" 0,108311 -7.10559E-3 -93,8435
5 . 0.240336 -3 , 00746E-3 -98,7641
6 0.321866 -1.03844E-3 -99.6784
7 0,375978 -1,10466E-4 -99,9706
8 0,41371 2,7 5772E-4 100,067
9 0,440932 3,34099E-4 100,076

10 0,461091 2,16Q78E—4 100,047
30 0,5208 — 6,12567E-3 -98,8375
50 0,498516 -9 ,84585E-3 

a = 2,80
-98,0632

0.3 -25.439 2.4416 91.2427
0,4 -13,793 5 5 . 33521E-3 99.9613
0,5 -9,01468 -0,294471 -103.377
0.6 -6,49913 -0.301161 -104.859
0,7 -4,97118 -0.261146 -105.544
0,8 -3,95343 -0,219204 -105.87
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Table 3.--Continued Values of the Reduced Second Virial

Coefficient for an 
with Lennard-Jones

Improved Model and 
Values

Comparisons

ip* B 'r Difference3
0.9 -3,23067 -0.183561 —106,024
1 -2,69272 . -0,154639 -106,093
1.1 -2,2778 -0.131421 -106,123
1.2 . -1,94861 -0,112658 -106,136
1,3 -1.68148 -9 , 73719E-2 -106.147
1,4 -1,46064 -8,47915E-2 -106,163
1.5 -1,27522 -0,074335 -106.19
1, 6 -1.11747 -6,5557 6E—2 -106.232
1,7 -0,981721 -0.058105 -106,291
1,8 -0,863788 -5.17548E-2 -106,373
1, 9 — 0,7 60446 -4.62991E-2 -106,483
2 -0,669172 -4,15471E-2 -106.62
3 -0,131301 -1.60671E-2 -113,943
4 . 0.108644 -6,77263E—3 -94,132
5 0,24069 . -2,65380E-3 -98,9094
6 0.322235 -6.69677E-4 -99.7926
7 0.376358 2.69677E-4 100.072
8 0,414099 6. 64722E-4 100,161
9 0,441338 7.3 9880E-4 100,168

10 0.461493 6,17 307E-4 100.134
30 0.521218 -5.70755E-3 -98.9168
50 0,498921 -9 . 44052E—3 -98,143

a = i—1 00CNII

0,3 -25,4389 2.44167 . 91.2424
0,4 -13,7934 5.43094E-3 99,9606
0,5 -9,01456 -0.294358 -103.376
0,6 -6,499 -0,301032 -104.857
0,7 -4,97104 -0,261003 -105,541
0,8 -3,9 5327 -0,219048 -105,866
0,9 -3,23051 -0,183393 -106.019
1 -2,69254 -0,15446 -106,086
1,1 -2,27761 -0,131232 -106.114
1,2 -1,94841' -0,112459 -106,125
1,3 -1,68127 -9.71641E-2 -106,134
1,4 -1,46043 -8 ,45784E-2 -106,147
1.5 -1.27499 -0.074111 -106.171
1.6 -1,11722 -6.53086E-2 -106.209
1,7 -0.981483 -5.78668E-2 -106.265
1,8 -0,863543 s -5,15101E-2 -106,343
1,9 -0,760195 -4.60480E-2 -106.448
2 -0.668916 -4 .12902E-2 -106.579
3 -0,130985 -1,57507E-2 -113,668
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Table 3.--Continued Values of the Reduced Second Virial

Coefficient for an Improved Model and Comparisons
with Lennard*-Jones Values

ip* B ' r Difference3". Hb
4 0,108976 -6.44121E—3 -94.4192
5 0,241042 —2,3 0177E—3 -99,0541
6 0.322602 —3 .02490E—4 T-99,9063
7 0,376737 6.48249E-4 100,172
8 0,414486 1,05197E—3 100.254
9 0,441732 1,13402E—3 100,257

10 0,461892 1,0167 9E-3 100,221
30 0,521635 -5,29084E-3 -98,9959
50 0,499325 —9,03644E—3 -98,2224

a = 2.82
0,3 ■̂ 25 ,43 88 2,44175 91.2421
0,4 ■̂ 13 ,7 933 5.52595E-3 99,96
0.5 -9,01445 -0,294245 -103,374
0,6 -6,49887 -0,300904 -104,855
0.7 -4.9709 -0,260861 -105.538
0,8 -3.95313 -0.218905 -105.862
0,9 -3.23034 -0.183226 -106,013
1 -2.69237 -0.154293 -106.079
1.1 -2,2774 —0.131—24 -106.104
1.2 -1.94821 -0.112261 -106.115
1,3 -1.68106 -9.69573E-2 —106,121
1,4 -1,46021 -8.43634E-2 -106.132
1.5 -1.27475 -7.3 87 03E-2 -106.151
1, 6 -1,11699 -6.50785E-2 -106.187
1.7 -0.981246 -5.7 6297E-2 -106,24
1.8 -0,863309 -5.127 55E-2 -106.314
1,9 -0,759946 -4.57984E-2 -106.413
2 — 0,6 68 6 6 -4.10347E-2 -106.538
3 -0,130684 —1.54502E—2 -113.408
4 0,109299 — 6.11744E—3 -94.6997
5 0,241392 -1,9 5114E—3 -99,1982
6 0,322967 6,31250E—5 100,02
7 0,377114 1,02518E-3 100.273
8 0,414872 1,437 68E—3 100,348
9 0. 442124 .1, 52655E-3 100.346

10 0,46229 1,41479E—3 100,307
30 0.52205 -4.87556E-3 -99,0747
50 0.499726 -8.63509E-3 -98.3014
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Table 3.--Continued Values of the Reduced Second Virial

Coefficient for an 
with Lennard-Jones

Improved Model and 
Values

Comparisons

T* B 'r Difference^ Hb

a := 2.90
0.3 -25.4382 2,442.36 91,2399
0.4 -13,7926 6, 24621E—3 99,9547
0,5 t 9,01359 -0,293389 -103,364
0.6 ' -6.4979 -0.299925 . -104.839
0,7 -4.96981 -0,25977 -105,515
0.8 -3,95192 -0.217699 -105,83
0.9 -3,22902 -0,181905 -105,97
1 -2,69099 -0,152907 -106,025
1,1 -2,27593 -0.129557 -106,036
1,2 -1,94665 -0,1107 -106,03
1.3 -1,67943 -9.53277E—2 -106,018
1,4 -1,45852 —8,2 6 689E—2 -106.009
1,5 -1,27302 -7.21328E-2 -106,007
1,6 -1,11519 • —6 ,32834E—2 -106.016
1,7 -0,979406 -5,57 89 6E—2 -106,04
1,8 -0,861408 —4 ,937 49E—2 • —106,08
1.9 -0.75798 -4.38325E-2 -106,138
2 -0.666674 -3 . 9 0483E-2 -106.222
3 -0.128334 -1.30999E-2 -111.368
4 0.111883 -3.53402E-3 -96,938
5 0.244152 8.08187E—4 100.332
6 0.325846 2.94169E-3 100.911
7 0,380082 3.99361E-3 101.062
8 0, 417895 4.46063E-3 101.079
9 0.445207 4.608 82E-3 101.046

10 0,465425 4.55007E-3 100.987
3 0 • 0.525327 -1.59880E-3 -99.6966
50 0,502908 —5,4 537IE—3 -98,9272

a = 3,00
0,3 -25,4375 2,44303 91,2375
0,4 -13.7917 7.14314E-3 99.9482
0,5 -9,01257 -0.29236 -103.353
0, 6 —6,49 6 69 -0.298723 -104.82
0,7 -4,96847. -0.258436 -105,487
0, 8 -3,95047 -0,216248 -105,791
0,9 -3,22749 -0.180372 -105,919
1 -2,68932 -0,151237 -105.959
1,1 -2,2742 -0,127823 -105.955
1,2 -1,94482 -0,108875 -105,93
1,3 -1,67752 -9.34183E-2 -105.897
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Table 3.— Continued Values of the Reduced Second Virial

Coefficient for an 
with Lennard'-Jones

Improved Model and 
Values

Comparisons

IJI* B ' r Difference^ Hb
1,4 -1,45653 -8,06803E-2 -10 5,8 64
1,5 -1,27095 -7 , 00699E-2 -105,835
1. 6 -1,11306 —6,11506E-2 -105,813
1.7 -0,97718 -5.35639E-2 -105,799
1.8 -0,859121 -4,7 0 874E—2 -105,799

' 1,9 ' -0.75566 -4,15123E—2 -105.813
2 -0.664272 -3.66466E-2 -105,839
3 -0.125524 -1.02900E-2 -108.93
4 0,114999 —4.18345E—4 -99.6375
5 0 , 247449 4.1059 2E-3 101,687
6 0,329292 6,38786E-3 101,978
7 . 0,383643 7,55489E-3 102,009
8 0,421558 8.12412E-3 101,965
9 . 0,448921 8 , 32354E-3 101,889

10 0,469195 8 ,31952E-3 101,805
30 0,529293 2,3673 8E—3 100,449
50 0.506765 -1,59670E-3 -99,6859

a == 5.00
0.3 -25.4291 2.45146 91.2073
0,4 *-13,781 1,7827 3E—2 99.8708
0,5 -8,9998 -0,2796 -103,206
0,6 -6,48205 -0.284082 -104.583
0,7 -4.95206 -0,242028 -105.139
0,8 -3,93242 -0,198198 -105,308
0,9 -3,2079 -0.160787 -105,277
1 -2.6683 -0.130223 -105,131
1,1 -2,25182 -0,105447 -104.913
1,2 -1,92121 -8,52 63 7E—2 -104,644
1,3 -1.65272 -6,86203E-2 -104.332
1,4 -1.43061 — 5,47 616E—2 -103,98
1,5 -1,24397 -4,30901E—2 -103,588
1.6 -1,08508 —3,31648E—2 -103,153
1.7 -0.948256 -2.46398E-2 -102.668
1,8 -0,829267 -1.72335E-2 -102.122
1.9 -0,72493 -1,07 828E-2 -101.51
2 -0,632744 — 5,1182 0E—3 -100.815
3 -8 . 73759E-2 2. 78580E-2 75.8248
4 0.15768 4.22626E-2 136,617
5 0.293471 5.0127 8.E-2 120.6
6 0,377853 5, 49490E-2 117.017
7 0,434192 5.81032E-2 • 115.449
8 0.473696 6.02622E-2 114.576
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Table 3,— Continued Values of the Reduced Second Virial

Coefficient for an Improved Model and Comparisons
with Lennard'-Jones Values

1J1* B 'r Difference3 Hb
9 0,50235 6,17517E-2 114,015

10 0,523683 6.28080E-2 113,628
30 0,589203 6.22774E-2 111,819
50 0,565915 5,75533E-2 111.321

^Difference - B ’̂  - B'^j.

h B 'H. = SGNCB'r-B'LJ) IgyJ-l X 100,
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We will now show that the square-well may be moved 
in such a way that it "commences" at any > 1 and ends at 
a well-defined > R-̂ , while between o and R^ there exists 
a region of zero potential.

Suppose we express a general square-well of depth 
-reT T in the formJ_j U

u (r) = .0 a < r < R^a

= -re^j R1a < r < R^a 

- 0 r > R2 .

If we include in the potential model the previously dis
cussed repulsive branch (Eq. 5 .‘5) we have

B' = I - I r rep att
where

I_, . = (R» - R?) (exp{^} -1)"att ' 2 1 “-r '•■pi
is the contribution to the reduced second virial coefficient
of a square-well of attractive potential. For R^ = 1.8 and 

3 3R-̂  = 1, Rg-R^ = 4.8 32, and the attractive portion of this
model is identical to the square-well model commonly

3 3accepted. But notice now that for all B^-R^ = 4.832, 
identical values of 1^^^ result, if we retain x = .56 and 
a = ax - 2.80, as we must. Thus, any square-well model 
commencing at a distance R^a from the boundary of the 
spherical gas particle, ending at a distance and -xeLJ
deep, will give reduced second virial coefficients identical



to those that result from the most commonly accepted model
3 3if and are subject to the restraint ^ 4.832.

Table 4 shows select values of R^ and R^ and the ratio of 
the area under the attractive (i.e., square-well) portion 
of the potential model to the area under the accepted 
square-well model.

Table 4, Select Values of Rj and R„ and Comparison of 
Areas Under the Squared-Well

Ratio



CHAPTER 6

THE SUTHERLAND POTENTIAL

The Sutherland potential, which describes the 
potential between two hard-sphere particles as being pro
portional to an inverse power of their separation, is 
usually expressed

u (r) = 00, r < o
—  Y= kr , r >_ a

where y is an adjustable parameter and k a constant that is 
related to the depth of the potential. By setting k = 
-cxeLJaY we get

u (r) = 00, r < a

= _CTeL J (l ) ' r - a (6-1)
which conveniently expresses the depth of the potential at 
r = a as some multiple of the Lennard-Jones (or square- 
well) model depth. Here, c is a constant and x and eLj are 
as previously defined (see Chapter 2). The value y = 6 is 
in agreement with the results of a consideration of the 
London dispersion forces and will be used throughout the - 
following discussion.

Using this potential model, we have for the second 
virial coefficient



Introducing the reduced temperature T* .= kT/e and pro-JLlJ
ceeding with a change of variables and a division of the

2 3right-hand side by •jirNa , we get for the reduced second 
virial coefficient

03

B' ? 1 - 3 /dx x (1-exp{^-x }).
1.

The exponential can be expanded in a power series and 
integrated term by term to give

B' = 1-3 ;.|1 - j i (gj-3) (t *) ̂ • (6.2)

It is clear that the. value of c determines the value of B' 
at any given T*, and that for this model to give reduced 
second virial coefficients in agreement with those that 
result;from the use of a square-well or Lennard-Jones model 
requires that we determine one value of c that is acceptable 
over a relatively wide range of reduced temperatures.

The area under the attractive portion of the 
potential we are discussing is

a
1= - -F- c t s  a.5 LJ

Since the area under the square-well is -. S T e ^ a  the 
restriction c = 4 . 0  is required in order that the two
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models have the same area under the attractive portion of 
the potential.

Values of the power series in Eq. (6.2) can be 
calculated numerically. The values of B 1 were calculated 
over" the range .3 T* 50 using c = 4.0, and the results
are reproduced in Table 5. It is clear that this inverse 
sixth power potential model, with its area set equal to the 
square-well area, gives reduced second virial coefficients 
in gross disagreement with those that result from a Lennard- 
Jones or square-well model.

If the value of c in Eq. (6.2) is not set equal to 
4.0 but is instead regarded as an adjustable parameter, then 
the area under the attractive portion of the potential will 
no longer be equal to the Lennard-Jones or square-well area, 
but, if the Sutherland potential is, as suggested, a more 
realistic representation of interparticle potential than 
the square-well, then a value of c should exist (as do 
values of R and. t in the square-well model) that ultimately 
yields reduced second virial coefficients in reasonable 
agreement with the reduced second virial coefficients that 
result from the use of a Lennard-Jones or square-well model. 
Such a value for c could not be found, and values of the 
reduced second virial coefficient for different c values are 
displayed in Table 6.

We may add another degree of freedom to our model 
by expressing the potential explicitly as
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Table 5. Values of the Reduced Second Virial Coefficient

for a Sutherland Model and Comparison with
Square-Well - and Lennard-Jones Values —  c = 4.

T* B' HI H2

0.3 -156.973 -617.638 -563.021
0.5 -15,9239 -177,378 -182.609
0.6 -9,21086 -142.679 -148,611
0.7 -6.14787 -124.911 -130.527
0.8 -4.45358 -114,24 -119.264
0.9 -3.39431 -107.065 -111.394
1.2 -1.76432 94.175 96,0983
1,5 -1.01419 85,4553 84.4539
1,8 -0,584381 76.5503 71.9 651
2 -0.387183 68.9719 61.6902
5 0.515295 120,58 211.756
7 0.661775 110,747 175,963

10 0,767247 106.313 166,476
50 0.954862 100.982 187,831

HI = SGN(E'-B!SW) 1 B ' 1 x 100,
B ' sw

H2 = SGN(.B'-B'lj) 1 B ' 1 x 100,
B * LJ
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Table 6. Values of the Reduced Second Virial Coefficient

for Different Sutherland Models and Comparison
with Square-Well and Lennard-Jones Values

T* B' HI H2
0. c = 1
0.3 -1,76432 6.942 6,32812
0.5 -0.387183 ■4.31288 4.44007
0,6 -0,110886 1.71767 1.78907
0,7 7,34885E-2 1,49312 1,56025
0,8 0.205299 5.26617 5.49777
0.9 0,304235 9,59633 9.98435
1.2 0.493345 26.3336 26,8714
1.5 0,60158 50,6888 50,0948
1.8 ' 0,671695 87,9879 82,7177
2 0.706163 125.794 112,514
5 0,885862 207.294 364,037
7 0,918916 153.779 244.335

10 0.943471 130,731 • 204.713
50 0.988779 104,569 194.503

c = , 2
0.3 ' -9,21086 36.2417 33,0368
0.5 -2,67459 29.7926 ' 30,6712
0.6 -1.76432 27.3298 28.466
0.7 -1,21453 24,6765 25,786
0.8 -0,84712 21,7296 22,6853
0,9 -0,584381 18,4328 19,1782
1.2 -0,110886 5,91885 6,03973
1.5 0,14445 12,1713 12,0286
1.8 0,304235 39,8529 37,4658
2 0,381239 67,9131 60,7431
5 - 0,767247 179,538 315,294
7 0,835593 139,835 222,18

10 0,885862 122,749 192,213
50 0,977516 103,378 ' • 192,288

c — 3
0,3 -36,4232 -143,313 ^130,64
0,5 -6,95604 77,4842 79,7693
0.6 -4.45358 68.9874 71.8554
0,7 -3.12551 63.5031 66.3584
0.8 . -2.31164 59.2963 61.9041
0,9 -1,76432 55.651 57.9012
1.2 -0,84712 45,2172 46,1407
1.5 • -0,387183 32.6238 32,2415
1.8 -0,110886 14,5254 13.6554
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Table 6.-^Continued Values of the Reduced Second Virial 

Coefficient for Different Sutherland Models and 
Comparison with Square-Well and Lennard-Jones 
Values

T* HI H2
2 1, 92431E-2 3,42793 3 .0660:
5 0.64384 105,66 264,581
7 0,749919 125.497 199,4

10 0.827133 114.611 179,47
50 0,966211 102,182 ' 190.064

c = 3,5 .
0.3 -74,5309 -293,254 -267,322
0.5 -10,5724 -117,767 -121,24
0,6 -6.47443 -100,291 -104.461
0,7 -4.45358 90,4865 94.555
0. 8 -3,27502 84,0081 87,7027
0.9 -2,50984 79.1665 82,3676
1,2 -1,27931 68,2863 69,6809
1.5 -0,687218 57,9046 57.2261
1,8 -0.339565 44,481 41,8166
2 -0,177894 31,6896 28,3439
5 0,580232 13 5,776 238,441
7 0,706163 118,175 187,765

10 0,797337 110.482 173,005
50 0,960542 101,583 . 188,949

c = 3,8
0,3 -116,133 -456,946 -416,539
0,5 -13,522 -150,623 -155,065 .
0,6 -8,01289 -124,122 -129,282
0.7 -5,41876 -110,097 -115,047
0,8 -3,9526 -101,389 -105,848
0.9 -3.02175 95.3138 99.1677
1.2 '-1,5634 83.4508 85.1551

, 1,5 -0,879946 74.1437 73.2749
1,8 -0,484408 63.4546 59.6538
2 -0.301936 53.7861 48.1076
5 0,541432 126,696 222.497
7 0,679608 113.731 180.704

10 0,779319 107.986 169.095
50 0,957136 101.222 188,279
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Table 6.--Continued Values of the Reduced Second Virial 

Coefficient for Different Sutherland Models and 
Comparison with Squared-Well and Lennard^Jones 
Values

T* B ' HI H2
c = 4.2

0,3 -213,083 -838,409 -764.269
0.5 -18,7561 -208,927 . -215.088
0.6 -10,5724 -163,77 -170,579
0,7 -6,95604 -141,331 -147.686
0,8 -4,99909 -128,233 -133.872
0.9 -3,79472 -119,695 -124,535
1,2 -1.97518 -105,43 -107,583
1,5 -1,15334 97.1794 96,0406
1,8 -0.687218 90-0214 84,6293
2 -0,474564 84,5378 75,6127
5 0,488937 114,412 200,925
7 0,64384 ■ 107,745 171.194

10 0,755128 104,634 163,846
50 0,952588 100.741 187,384

c = 4,5
0.3 -339,502 -1335,83 -1217,7
0,5 -24,0059 -267,405 -275,291
0,6 -12,98 -201,065 -209,424
0,7 -8,33985 -169,447 -177,065
0,8 -5,91199 -151,65 -158,319
0,9 -4,45358 -140,477 -146.157
1.2 -2.31164 -123,39 -125,91
1.5 -1,3718 -115,587 -114,233
1,8 -0,84712 -110,968 -104,321
2 -0,609817 -108,631 97,1625
5 0,44898 105,062 184,505
7 0,616739 103,21 163,988

10 0,736858 102,102 159,882
50 0,949172 .100,38 186,712

c = 5
0.3 -750.747 -2953,94 -2692,72
0.5 -36.4232 -405,722 -417,687
0.6 -18.2507 -282.71 -294.463
0.7 -11,2124 -227.81 -238.053
0.8 -7,73625 -198.444 ' -207.171
0,9 -5,73366 -180,854 -188.167
1.2 -2,93267 -156,539 -159.736
1.5 -1,76432 -148,66 -146,918
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Table 6.— Continued Values of the Reduced Second Virial 

Coefficient for Different Sutherland Models and 
Comparison with Square^Well and Lennard^-Jones 
Values

IJl* B' HI H2
1.8 -1,12979 -147,996 -139,132
2 -0,84712 -150,904 -134,972
5 0,381239 -89,2109 156.667
7 0,571038 -95,562 151,836

10 0,706163 -97,8488 153,222
50 0,943471 -99,7773 185,591

Hi = SGNCB'-B' ) |— — | x 100,
- SW A

H2 = SGNCB'-B'^) IgT— l x 100»



This gives the particle a hard-sphere diameter gat , thatJ-itJ
is, a diameter that is some multiple of the Lennard^Jones 
(or square-well) diameter. When this model is used, the 
reduced second virial coefficient is

B' = g 3 tl-3 j i l  j',(6j-3) • <6 '3 »

The restriction
eg ^ = 4.0 (6.4)

sets the area under the potential of the Sutherland model 
equal to thp square-well area.

Values of B ' were determined by choosing a value for 
g, calculating the value for c by E g . (6.4) , and using
these values in the power series of Eq. (6.3). The results, 
reproduced in Table 7, clearly show that no values of g and 
c cun be found that give reduced second virial coefficients 
in agreement with those that result from a Lennard-Jones or 
square-well -model, if g and c are such that "equality of 
areas" as discussed at the end of Chapter 4 results.

In the earlier discussion of the square-well model 
(Chapter 5) we showed that we could move the square-well to
any distance (R^-l)a from the boundary of the particle, and

3 1/3by letting Rg - (4.832 + R^) there would result reduced 
second virial coefficients identical to those predicted by
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Table 7. Values of the Reduced Second Virial Coefficient

for Models with Various Hard-Sphere Diameters and 
Comparison with Lennard-Jones Values

ip* B ' Ha

0.3
g = 1; c = 4 

-156.973 -563,021
0,5 -15,9239 -182,609
0.6 -0.21086 -148.611
0.7 -6.14787 -130,527
0,8 -4.45358 -119,264
0,9 -3,39431 -111.394
1.2 -1.76432 96.0983
1.5 -1,01419 84.4539
1.8 -0.584381 71,9651
2 -0,387183 61.6902
5 0.515295 211,756
7 . 0,661775 175.963

10 0,767247 166,476
50 0,954862 187.831

0,3
g = 1,02; c = 4,41632 

-147,938 -53 0,612
0.5 -15.8491 -181,752
0, 6 -9,2568 -149.352
0.7 -6,21131 -131,874
0,8 -4,51233 -120,837
0.9 -3.44366 -113.014
1.2 -1.78748 97.3598
1.5 -1.0198 84.9206
1.8 -0.57819 71.2027
2 -0.37514 59,7713
5 ' 0,55774 229.199
7 0.709715 188.71
10 0.819239 177.757
50 1,01425 199.514

0,3
g = 1,04; c = 4.86661 

-139.987 -502,095
0.5 -15,795.4 -181,136
0,6 -9,30944 -150.201
0,7 -6,2773 -133,275
0,8 -4,57201 -122,435
0,9 -3,49314 -114,638
1.2 -1.80982 98.5766
1.5 -1.02419 85.2867
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Table 7.— Continued Values of the Reduced Second Virial

Coefficient for Models with Various Hard-Sphere
Diameters and Comparison with Lennard^Jones Values

T* B 1 H
1,8
2
5
7

10
50

-0.570566 
-0.361557 
0. 602274 
0,759847 
0,873499 
1.07606

70,2638'
57.6072

247,5
202,04
189,53
211,672

0.3
0.5
0.6
0,7
0,8
0,9
1,2
1,5
1,8
2
5
7

10
50

g = 1.06; c = 5,3529
-13 2,9 64 
-15.7606 
-9.36813 
-6,34558 
-4.63249 
-3,54267 
-1,83128 
-1,02733 
-0,56146 
-0,346385 
0/648946 
0,812219 
0.930076 
1,14032

-476, 
-180, 
-151, 
-134, 
-124. 
—116, 

99, 
85, 
69, 
55. 

266, 
215, 
201, 
224,

906
737
148
725
055
263
7457
548
1425
1898
679
965
806
313

0,3
0,5
0,6
0,7
0,8
0,9
1.2
1.5
1,
2
5
7

10
50

8

g =  1,08; c - 5,87731
-126,738 
-15,743 
-9.43231 
-6,41591 
-4.69361 
Td.59216 
-1.85181 
-1,02916 
-0.550822 
-0.329576 
0 . 697804 
0,866879 
0 , 989018 
1,20709

—454, 
-180, 
-.152, 
—13 6, 
-125, 
-117, 
— 10 0.

85.
67.
52.

286,
230.
214.
237.

576
53 5
184
218
692
887
864
7003
8325
5116
757
499
596
448

/
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Table 1,— Continued Values of the Reduced Second Virial

Coefficient for Models with Various Hard^-Sphere
Diameters and Comparison with Lennard^Jones Values

T* B ' Ha

g = 1.1; c = 6.44204
0.3 -121,202 -434,718
0.5 -15,7408 -180,509
0,6 -9,50148 -153,3
0.7 — 6,4880 6 -137,75
0.8 -4,75527 -127,343
0,9 -3,64152 -119,507
1,2 -1,87135 -101.928
1,5 -1.02963 85,7393
1.8 -0,538604 66,3279
2 -0.311-81 49,5647
5 0,748894 307.752
7 • 0.923875 245,654

10 1,05037 227,908
50 1,27642 251,085

g - 0,96; c - 3,26149
0.3 -179.109 -642.415
0.5 -16.1471 -185.169
0,6 -9.14204 -147.5
0.7 -6,02986 -128.021
0,8 -4,33952 -116.209
0,9 -3,29648 -108.184
1.2 -1,71578 93.4547
1.5 -0,99957 83.2362
1,8 -0.592662 72.9849
2 -0,406845 64.8229
5 0.43648 179.368
7 0,572279 152.166

10 0.669879 145.349
50 0,843124 165,851

g = 0.97; c = 3.43494
0.3 -172.992 -620.475
0,5 -16.0812 -184,413
0,6 -9,1561 -147,727
0,7 -6.05815 -128.622
0,8 -4.36755 -116,96

.0,9 -3,32079 -108,982
1,2 -1,72817 94,1297
1,5 -1,00364 83.5748
1,8 -0.591089 . 72,7912
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Table 7.— Continued Values of the Reduced Second Virial

Coefficient for Models with Various Hard-Sphere
Diameters and Comparison with Lennard^Jones Values

IJI* B ' Ha
2 -0,402467 64.1254
5 0.455439 187.1597 0,59387 157,907

10 0.693409 150,455
50 0.870193 171,176

g = 0,98; c - 3.61568
0.3 -167.286 -600,009
0.5 • -16.0223 -183.738
0.6 -9,17234 -147.9 89
0.7 -6.08728 -129.241
0,8 -4,39592 -117.72
0,9 -3.3 4522 -109.783
1.2 -1.7 404 94,7955
1.5 -1.00743 83,891
1,8 -0,589188 72,5572
2 -0.397735 63.3714
5 0,474891 195.152
7 0.615979 163.786

10 0,717476 155.677
50 0,897835 176,614

g = 0.99; c = 3.8 03 9 6
0,3 -161,957 -580,894
0.5 -15.97 -183,138
0,6 -9.19062 -148,284
0,7 -6,1172 -129.876
0,8 -4,4246 -118,488
0.2 -3,36973 -110,587
1,2 -1,75245 95.4519
1,5 -1.01095 84.1842
1,8 -0.586954 72,2821
2 -0,392642 62,56
5 0.49484 203,351
7 0,638612 169,804

10 0,742087 161,017
50 0,926056 .......... 18.2 ,1.6.5

a H  =  S G N C B ’ - B ' ^ )  I g T — " I  x  1 0 0 ,
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the commonly accepted model. We will proceed to show that 
such a displacement of the attractive potential is not 
possible in the Sutherland model.

Assume a model of the form

u(r) = 00, r < a
r — 6= - c t e l j (— ) , a < r < ka

= 0, r > ka (6.5)
displayed schematically in Figure 7.

kau (r)

-CTE LJ
Figure 7, Schematic Representation of a "Truncated" 

Sutherland Model

This model reduces to the accepted Sutherland model 
for k but for finite k, the potential becomes zero for 
all r > ka and may thus be henceforth referred to as a 
"truncated" Sutherland model. The advantage of this sort 
of model is conceptual and mathematical. Conceptual, 
because it is easy to visualize a displacement of the 
potential analogous to the displacement discussed for the 
square-well model; mathematical, because it introduces the 
maximum number of adjustable parameters and with the proper 
choice of these parameters reduces to the Sutherland model.
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The displacement occurs when we allow a potential 
model of the form

u(r) = 00, r < o

= 0, a < r < ma 
r -6= c 1T£_ T(— ) , ma < r < naJ u U  U

= 0, r > na (6.6)

where m, n, and c' are adjustable parameters. Such a model 
is shown schematically in Figure 8.

u(r) nama

e

Figure 8. Schematic Representation of a "Displaced" 
Sutherland Model

For this model, the second virial coefficient is

„3 na 0 c'te ,
B (T) = 2ttN{2- + /dr r (l-exp{— Op^-(|) >)>

J ma KT °
and the reduced second virial coefficient is

B' (T«) - 1 - 3 . ^  - n ' 6 j + 3 ] (^5r)j , (6.7)

For the potential model described by Eqs. (6.5) the reduced 
second virial coefficient is



For the purpose of the discussion which follows, it is 
convenient to denote the right-hand side of E q . (6,7) by B ^
and the right-hand side of Eg. (6.8) by

In order that B ^  = B^ it is reguired that

[m"6j+3-n"6j+3]c'j = [l-k“6j+3]cj 
for all j _> 1. Since this eguality holds for all j only 
when m = 1, n = k, and c 1.= c, it is not possible to dis
place this truncated Sutherland model (Eg. 6.5) and retain 
any "good'1 fit with experimental, Lennard-Jones, or sguare- 
well second virial coefficients that may result from an 
appropriate choice for c in Eg. (6.5).

Values of B^ were calculated using in one case the
—  5restriction c (1-k ) = 4.0 which eguates the area under the 

truncated Sutherland potential model to the area under the 
sguare-well, and in other cases arbitrary values of c and k. 
No unigue values of c and k could be found that gave 
reduced second virial coefficients in even fairly good 
agreement with Lennard-Jones or sguare-well values. The 
results appear in Tables 8 and 9.

Not only have we shown that an inverse sixth power 
potential cannot be found that predicts as well as the 
Lennard-Jones or sguare-well models reduced second virial 
coefficients, but also that any reduced second virial
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Table 8. Values of the Reduced Second Virial Coefficient for

"Truncated" Sutherland Models Using c (I'-k'-S) = 4,0
and Comparison with Lennard^Jones Values

ip* B ’i H9

0.3
k. = 1,5; c =..—  ----
-398.503

4,6066
-1429.32

0,5 -24,5652 -281.704
0.6 -12.5981 -203.261
0.7 -7.73313 -164.184
0.8 -5.26374 -140.959
0.9 -3.81949 -125.348
1.2 -1,77969 96.9358
1,5 -0,929635 77.4126
1,8 -0.471882 58.1112
2 -0.269588 42.9537
5 0,588691 241.918
7 0.716836 190.603

10 0.807063 175.115
50 0.963256 189.483

0,3
k = 2; c = 4. 
-190.112

1290
-681,879

0.5 -17.1118 -196.231
0,6 ■ -9,58245 -154,606
0,7 -6,24314 -132,55
0.8 -4.43611 -118,79.6
0,9 -3.32599 -109.152
1.2. -1.65711 90.2588
1,5 -0.909924 75.7713
1.8 -0.489281 60.2538
2 -0.298358 47.5375
5 0.556191 228.562
7 0,691542 183.877

10 0,788354 171,056
50 0,959176 188.68

0.3
k = . 3; c =\4 „ 
-160.685

0165
-576.334

"0.5 -15.974 -183.184 '
0.6 -9,17801 -148.081
0,7 -6,09252 -129.352
0,8 -4.39277 -117,636
0.9 -3,33375 -109,407
1,2 -1,71194 93.2452
1,5 —0. 96 9966 80,7711
1,8 -0,546488 67,2988



Table 8,--Continued

•p* B ”i Ha
2 -0.35267 56.1911
5 0.529786 217.711
7 0,672198 178,734

10 . 0,774578 168,067
50 0,956341 188.122

k = 5; c - 4,0005
0.3 -157,219 -563.901
0,5 -15,9047 -182,39
0,6 -9.18916 -148.261
0.7 -6,12717 -130.088
0,8 -4.43452 -118.7 53
0.9 -3,37687 -110,822
1.2 -1.7507 . 95,3564
1. 5 -1,00312 83.5317
1,8 -0.575071 70.8187
2 -0,378773 60.3501
5 0.518712 213.16
7 0,664222 176,613

10 0,768962 166,848
50 0.955206 187,899

k = 10; c = 4,0000
0,3 -156,975 -563,028
0.5 -15,92 -182,564
0,6 -9,20739 -148,555
0.7 -6,14482 -130,462
0,8 -4,45088 -119.192
0,9 -3,3919 -111,315
1.2 -1,76249 95,9989
1.5 -1,01273 84,3319
1.8 -0,583157 71,8144
2 -0,38608 61,5145
5 0,515737 211,938
7 0,662092 176,047

10 0.767469 166,524
50 0,954907 187.84

X
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Table 9. Values of the Reduced Second Virial Coefficient

for "Truncated" Sutherland Models Using Arbitrary
c and k, and Comparison with Lennard-r-Jones Values

•Ji* B 'ii Ha

0.3
k = 1.2; c = 1.3375 

-1.73289 6.21539
0.5 -7.58327E-2. 0.86446
0.6 0.186573 3,01022
0,7 0.348055 7.38964
0,8 0.45697 12.2373
0,9 0.535154 ■ 17,5627
1,2 0,676136 36,8276
1,5 0,751858 62.6087
1,8 0,798996 98,3945
2 0.821621 130.909
5 0.933767 3 83,7 24
7 0,953344 253,489

10 0.967678 209.965
50 0.993659 195,463

0,3
k =1,2; c = 2.6750 

-19,1226 68,5874
0.5 -3,13665 35,9699
0,6 -1.73289 27,959
0,7 -1,00192 21,2719
0,8 -0,564354 • 15,113
0.9 -0.276963 9.08935
1,2 0.186573 10.1622
1.5 0.407366 33.9222
1,8 0.535154 65.9 03
2 0.593899 94.6263
5 , 0.860832 353.752
7 0,903371 240.202

10 0,933767 202i, 607
50 0.987257 194,204

0.3
k = 1.2; c = 4.012 6 
-152.308 -546.286

0.5 -12.5711 -144.16
0. 6 -6.52615 -105.295
Q„ 7 -3,91783 83.1804 ■
0,8 -2.54892 68,2584
0,9 -1.73303 56.8746
1,2 -0.564423 30,7428
1,5 -7„54253E-2 6,28082
1,8 0,186543 22,9723
2 0,301627 48,0584
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Table 9.--Continued Values of the Reduced Second Virial 

Coefficient for "Truncated" Sutherland Models 
Using Arbitrary c and k, and Comparison with 
Lennard-Jones Values

IJ* B 'ii Ha
5 0,780442 320,716
7 0,849819 225,962

10 0,898179 194,885
50 O', 980792. 192,932

K  = 1,2; c = 5,3501 "—    1    '

0,3 -1309,29 -4696,06
0.5 -43,705 -501,192
0.6 -19,1241 -308,553
0,7 -10.4682 -222,253
0,8 -6,52602 -174.762
0,9 -4,40918 -144,7
1,2 -1,733 94,3924
1.5 -0,758261 63,142
1.8 -0,277003 34,1123
2 —7,54147E-2 12,0159
5 0.691776 284,28
7 0,792414 210,699

10 0,860829 186,781
50 0,974266 191,648

0,3
k f; 2; c - 1,6516 

-5,21896 . 18,719
0,5 -1,49494 17,1434
0,6 -0,909903 14,6807
0.7 -0,546071 11,5938
0,8 -0,298345 7,98946
0.9 -0 ,118922 3,90277
1,2 0,209138 11,3913
1.5 0.388471 32.3488
1.8 0.501507 61.7597
2 0.556195 88.6189
5 0.832233 341.999
7 0.881405 234.361

10 0,917622. 199.104
50 0,983757 193.515

k = 2; c — 2.477 4
0,3 -17,1113 61.3736
0,5 -4,0105 45,9909
0, 6 -2,58239 41,6651
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Table 9.--Continued Values of the Reduced Second Virial 

Coefficient for nTruncated" Sutherland Models 
Using Arbitrary c and k , and Comparison with 
Lennard-Jones Values

T* B 1ii
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.2
1.5
1,8
2
5
7

10
50

-1,7772 
-1.26418 
-0.909903 
-0,298345 
1. 69782E-2 
0,209138 
0,300329 
0,743659 
0.819779 
0,875315 
0,975593

37,
33.
29,
16,
1,

25,
47.

305,
217,
189.
191,

7321
8538
8611
2502
41381
7549
8516
601
975
924
909

k = 2; 3,3032
0.3
0,5
0,6
0.7
0,8
0.9
1,2
1.5
1,8
2
5
7

10
50

-55,2512 
-8,51595 
-5,21896 
-3,5605 
-2,58239 
-1,94323 
-0,909903 
-0,411453 
-0,118922 
1,69782E—2 
0,651713 
0,756515 
0,832233 
0, 967399

-198,
97,
84,
75.
69,
63,
49.
34,
14,
2.

267,
201,
180,
190,

171
6577
2043
5938
1547
7728
5604
2625
645
70515
816
153
577
298

0.3 
0.5 
0, 6 
0,7 
0,8 
0.9 
1,2 
1,5 
1,8 
2 
5 
7

k, = 2; c = 4,9548
-697,037 
-34.3599 
-17.1113 
-10.4181 
-7,11607 
-5,21896 
—2 i 58239 
-1.49494 
-0,909903 
-0,650982 
0,45689 

' 0,624796

-2500
-394
-276
-221
-190
-171
-140
-124
-112
-103
187
166

.08
,027
.07 9
,188
,563
.275
,657
,486
,052
.721
,755
.13
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Table 9.— Ĉontinued Values of the Reduced Second Virial 

Coefficient for "Truncated" Sutherland Models 
Using Arbitrary c and k, and Comparison with 
Lennard'-Jones Values

T* B ’ii Ha
10 0.743659 161,358
50 0,950925 

k = 5; c = 1,6005
187,057

0.3 -5.17168 18.5494
0.5 -1.58967 18.2297
0.6 -1,0031 16.1843
0.7 -0,633206 13,4438
0,8 -0.37876 10.1429
0,9 -0.193014 6,33434
1.2 ■0.150118 8.17659
1,5 0,339809 28,2966
1.8 0,460216 56,6745
2 0,518716 82.6473
5 0,816624 335.585
7 0,87018 231,377

10 0,909726 197.391
50 0.982164 

k = 5; c = 2,4008
193.202

0,3 -15.9054 ■ 57,0484
0,5 -4,03107 46.2268
0.6 -2,65868 42,896
0.7 -1,8 69 63 39,6947
0,8 '-1,35948 3 6,40 6
0,9 -1.00315 . 32.9214
1.3 -0.378796 20.6321
1,5 —5,14720E-2 4,28618
1.8 0,150098 18,4842
2 0,246359 39,2525
5 0,720531 296,096
7 0,80308 213,535

10 0,863535 187,369
50 0,973205 191,44

k = 5; c = 3.2010
0,3 -48.3577 -173.446
P.5 -8.21876 94.2496
0,6 -5.17168 83.4415
0.7 -3.60164 76.4674
0,8 -2.65855 71.1943
0.9 -2,03332 66.7294
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Table 9„— Continued Values of the Reduced Second Virial 

Coefficient for "Truncated"' Sutherland Models 
Using Arbitrary c and k, and Comparison with 
Lennard-Jones Values

1.2 -1,0031 54,6364
1.5 -0,495214 41.2375
1.8 -0,193014 23.7693
2 —5.14460E—2 8,19693
5 0,621294 255.316
7 0.734453 195.287

10 0,816624 177,19
50 0.96422 189,672

k = 5; c = 4.0013
0.3 -157.224 -563,918
0.5 -15,905 -182,392
0.6 -9.18928 -148,263
0,7 -6,12725 -130,089
0.8 -4,43457 -118,755
0,9 -3,37691 -110,823
1.2 -1,75072 95,3575
1.5 -1,00313 83,5328
1.8 -0,575081 70,8199
2 -0,378781 60,3515
5 0,518709 213,159
7 0,66422 176,613

10 0,768961 166,848
50 0,955206 187,899

k = i0; c = 1,6000
0,3 -5,18869 18,6104
0,5 -1,60103 18,36
0,6 -1,0127 16,3392
0.7 -0,641506 13,62
0,8 -0,386063 10,3385
0,9 -0,199532 6,54822
1.2 0.145197 7,90853
1.5 0,335857 27,9675
1.8 0,456916 . 56,2681
2 0,515743 82,1736
5 0,815429 . 335,094
7 0,869326 231,149

10 0,909127 197,261
50 0,982044 193,178
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Table 9.— -Continued Values of the Reduced Second Virial 

Coefficient for "Truncated" Sutherland Models 
Using Arbitrary c and k, and Comparison with 
Lennard-Jones Values

ip* B ’ii Ha

0.3
k = 10; c = 2,4000 
-15,9194 57.0987

0.5 -4,04677 46.4068
0.6 -2.67235 43,1166
0.7 -1.88163 39,9493
0.8 -1,37012 36,6909
0.9 -1,0127 33,2347
1.2 -0.386063 21.028
1.5 -5,73284E-2 4,77385
1.8 0.145197 17,8806
2 0.241939 38,5483
5 0,718747 295.363
7 0.801804 213,196

10 0.862641 187,174
50 0.973026 ' 191,404

0.3
k =10; c = 3,2000 
-48.3305 -173,348

0,5 -8,23694 94,4581
0,6 -5,18869 83,7159
0.7 -3,61698 76,793
0.8 -2,67235 71,5638
0,9 -2,0458 67,139
1,2 -1.0127 55,1595
1,5 -0,502985 41,8846
1,8 -0,199532 24,5719
2 • —5,73283E-2 9.13417
5 0,618911 254,337
' 7 0,732747 194,834
10 0,815429 17 6,931
50 0,96398 189,625

0.3
k = 10; c = 4,8000 
-545.252 -1955.67

0,5 -30.7925 -353.116
0.6 . -15,9194 -256.849
0.7 -9,96344 -211.536
0,8 -6.95268 -186.188
0 ,’9 -5.18869 -170.282
1,2 -2,67235 -145.557
1,5 -1,60103 -133.321
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Table 9.-^Continued Values of the Reduced Second Virial 

Coefficient for "Truncated" Sutherland Models 
Using Arbitrary c and k, and Comparison with 
Lennard-Jones Values

X

IJI* B' . .ii .
Ha

1,8 -1.0127 -124,712
2 -0,749003 -119,339
5 0,409047 ' 168,095
7 0,589783 156,82

10 0,718747 155,953
50 0.945807 ,186,05

aH = SGN(B'-B'lj) IgT” "! x 100,
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coefficients from an inverse sixth power potential cannot be 
duplicated by a.distortion and/or a displacement of any 
acceptable model.



CHAPTER 7

OTHER MODELS

The Triangular-Well
The triangular-well potential has been suggested as 

a model that is more realistic than the square-well potential 
because it includes an attractive potential which falls off 
slowly as a function of separation. It has the advantage 
of giving a reduced second virial coefficient that can be 
integrated in closed form.

The potential is
u (r) = 00, r < a

ct e
 ------------ -) , a < r < ga

= 0, r > ga. (7.1)

Here, t = .56 as in the square-well model and the 
adjustable parameters c and g determine the depth of the 
well and its slope, respectively. The potential is dis
played schematically in Figure 9.

- C T E LJ
Figure 9. Schematic Representation of the Triangular-Well 

Potential
84
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For the remainder of our discussion, it is con

venient to define
r2

Iatt = / dr r2 (l-exp{- } ) ,
rl

where r^ and r^ are the minimum and maximum values, re
spectively , of interparticle separations where the potential 
is non-zero. This term appears in the second virial co
efficient as

B(T) = 2*N{lrep + Iatt}.

Only the values of need be examined in order to compare
second virial coefficients (or reduced second virial co
efficients) that result from any hard-sphere model, since

rl
Irep = J  dr r2 (l-exp{- H^-})

is equal to for any hard-sphere model.
For the triangular-well model of Eg. (7.1) ,

9 0  2 CTELJ rIatt = I dr r (l-exp{(-g-_1)1?f(g- -)}).

Using T* = kT/eLJ and the change of variable x = g- ^ we

96t 3 9-1 2 2Iatt = ~ 0 f dx (x +g -2xg) d-expC-^ypj* x }) .

This can be integrated in closed form to give



where
A = exp{— *} - 1.

Although no attempt was made to find values of c and g that 
give reduced second virial coefficients in agreement with 
those that result from a square-well or Lennard-Jones model, 
we can nonetheless show that if such values, say c^ and g ^ , 
were found, then changing c^ to c^ and g^ to g^ while 
retaining the area under the triangular-well would not yield 
the same value of Iatt

The area under the triangular-well is
go c T e

A = - <9- dr

-  -  C T e L J O -  dg-1 1 2 2
and the restriction

2 2 
C 1 9l . 1, C2 ,g2 . 1

g^-1 ( 2 gl + 2* g2-l ( 2 g2 + 2 )

in two triangular models with parameters c^,g^ and 
results in models with equal areas, but when c^ and g^ so- 
determined are used in Eq. (7.2) , the value of I /o^ is
not the same, at any given T*. Thus, any acceptable 
triangular-well cannot be distorted at will, even if the 
area under the well is held constant.
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A potential model of the form 

u (r) = 00, r < a

= 0, a < r < ma
c 'T gl j r(n- — ), ma < r < nan-m a1

= 0 ,  r > na
(shown schematically in Figure 10) which is analogous to 
the displacements made of the Sutherland potential and the 
square-well potential, gives

-™aT^ = + n m (n-m) + (n-m)2 •

2T* T* 1[^-r^(n-m) + (n+m) ] - (n-m)^-r^ A

[m2 + 2m (n-m) + 2 (n-m) 2 (^-^) 2] , (7.3)

where
A1 = exp{~-}-l.

The right-hand sides of Eq. (7.3) and Eq. (7.2) are the same 
only for m = 1, n = g, and c = c ' at any given T*. Thus, 
no displacement of the triangular-well would be possible, 
given acceptable values of c and g.

nama

LJ
Figure 10. Schematic Representation of a "Displaced" 

Triangular-Well Potential
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Another Variation of the Square-Well 

There is another variation on the square-well model 
that can be made that retains the area under the well but 
which results in different reduced second virial coeffi
cients. Consider a model of the form

u(r) = oo, r < o

= T6 , o < r < aa

= -c1t e t aa < r < ba

= 0, r > b (7.4)

with the restrictions on c 1, a , and b that c 1 < 1, a < R < b .
This model is shown schematically in Figure 11, where the 
dotted line denotes the accepted square-well model discussed 
in Chapter 2.

u
baRaaa

TELJ

LJ

Figure 11. A Distorted Square^Well
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This simple variation replaces the potential in the 

region a < r < R of depth - t e t , with a potential that is 
less deep (-c'tel j , c 1 < 1) but extends further from the 
particle (b > R).

The area under this "step function" model is

A = - (a-1)aT£LJ - (b-a)oc't elj/

and for this area to be equal to the square-well model 
requires

(R-a) = (b-a)c'. (7.5)
for the square-well is given by

Iatt(SW) - ~ (r3“1)A , A = (exp } — 13 3 ^ T*o

and for the potential model of Eq. (7.4) it is

o
The step-function model and the accepted square-well model 
give the same Iatt only if

and this equality does not hold whenever R, a, b , and c 1 
are such that Eq. (7.5) is true, i.e., when the area under 
the attractive portion of the potential is the same in each 
model, except for the trivial case b = R, c 1 = 1 .



CHAPTER 8

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

The first four chapters of this thesis presented an 
overview of the second virial coefficient. The perspective 
was one of standard theoretical assumptions about non-ideal 
gases and how those theoretical assumptions affect the 
parametric dependence of the second virial coefficient. The 
overview was completed with a general discussion of some 
basic models of molecular interaction and of how those 
models affect the validity of results that derive from using 
them in the derived second virial coefficient to predict 
real gas behavior.

The three final chapters addressed the question of 
to what extent, if any, "acceptable" models of molecular 
interaction can be distorted while retaining their accepta
bility for use as the potential model in the general 
equation for the second virial coefficient. In Chapter 5 
the square-well model was shown to be somewhat amenable to 
such distortions. In Chapters 6 and 7, however, it was 
clearly shown that other widely-used models allow no such 
distortion.

This investigation was undertaken in response to a 
statement which, although not herein disproved, has been 
shown to be misleading. We have successfully demonstrated

90



that the temperature dependence of the second virial co
efficient is not "insensitive to the form of the functions 
chosen to represent the intermolecular potential" (2, p ,
20 7) and that equality of areas within the attractive wells 
of the models used is not a sufficient criterion for similar 
models to give comparably good predictions when used in 
calculating the second virial coefficient.
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